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Logical errors are what occurs from each of us. In this article, we will consider examples of logical
errors, which, one way or another, are found in our daily life.

The basics of logic we considered separately. We strongly recommend familiarizing yourself with
them and learn 4 of the main law of logic. Also pay attention to cognitive distortion, or common
mistakes of thinking. Very interesting!

But now we will talk only about logical errors.

The substitution of the thesis is a logical error in the proof, which, having started to prove some
thesis, gradually during the proof, transition to the proof of another position similar to the thesis, but
having a completely different meaning.

Another popular logical error is the "anticipation of the foundation". It lies in the fact that as
arguments are used unproved, as a rule, arbitrarily taken positions: refer to rumors, on the walking
opinions, expressed by someone's assumptions or even on their own fiction, issuing them for
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arguments, allegedly justifying the thesis.

In reality, the benignness of such arguments is only anticipate, but is not installed with
non-responsibility. Typically, such false arguments are accompanied by phrases: "As absolutely
everyone knows ...", "Who will argue with what ...", "says it goes without saying that ...", "everyone
knows that ..." in order to dispel possible doubts Simple listener.
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